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Micromagnetism and magnetization reversal of micron-scale„110…Fe thin-film
magnetic elements

J. Yu, U. Rüdiger, and A. D. Kent*
Department of Physics, New York University, 4 Washington Place, New York, New York 10003

L. Thomas and S. S. P. Parkin
IBM Research Division, Almaden Research Center, San Jose, California 95120

Magnetic force microscope~MFM! imaging in conjunction with longitudinal Kerr hysteresis loop measure-
ments have been used to investigate the micromagnetic behavior of micron scale epitaxial~110! bcc Fe
thin-film elements~50-nm thick!with rectangular, triangular, and needle-shaped ends and competing magnetic
anisotropies. Thin-film elements of 2-mm width and 6-mm length and greater have been fabricated with their
long axis oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the@001# in-plane magnetocrystalline easy axis. For
elements with their long axis perpendicular to the@001# direction, the end shape is critical in determining
domain nucleation, domain configurations, and magnetic hysteresis. The magnetization reversal mechanisms
are revealed by direct field dependent MFM imaging. Magnetic vortex configurations within elements during
reversal are seen to be affected by small changes in element corner shape. Similarly, small trapped domains
and domain walls are observed to applied fields significantly larger than the coercive field and apparent
magnetic saturation field, as determined by hysteresis loop measurements of arrays of elements. These are
shown to have a dramatic effect on the character of the low-field magnetic hysteresis. Particles with long axis
parallel to the@001#direction have large remanence and switching fields which also depend sensitively on end
shape. The angular dependence of the switching field observed in these elements is contrasted to that of
magnetization reversal by coherent rotation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Micron scale patterned thin-film ferromagnetic eleme
are a topic of great interest1–3 with important applications to
magnetic information storage technology.4,5 Magnetic behav-
ior such as hysteresis, magnetization reversal, and dom
configurations change significantly from that in extend
thin films due to the presence of lithographically defin
boundaries.1–3 For in-plane magnetized films, these boun
aries increase the importance of dipolar or shape anisotr
as a normal component of the magnetization at the boun
leads to magnetic charges.6 The magnetic properties are i
general a consequence of the interplay between magn
static, exchange, magnetocrystalline, and Zeeman ener
Thermal fluctuations may also play an important role in
magnetization reversal, and become particularly importan
nanometer scale ferromagnetic structures. While at mic
scale sizes individual elements have only a small numbe
domains,1–3 the magnetic behavior is still in general qui
complex and challenging to model using either analytic
numerical micromagnetic techniques.1,7,8 An understanding
of magnetic phenomena in micron scale elements is none
less essential to applications of these materials in magn
electronics and experiment can also guide micromagn
modeling. As we show, micron scale materials with we
characterized magnetic interactions can provide impor
insight into the control of magnetic characteristics by sha
and the effects of magnetic topology on magnetization rev
sal.

We have examined the physical consequences of elem
shape and anisotropy on magnetic phenomena in this
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range by studying model thin-film microstructures. Epitax
growth and advanced microfabrication techniques have b
used to produce elements with controlled magnetocrystal
anisotropy and shape. Magnetization reversal and dom
configurations are studied in individual magnetic eleme
by direct imaging of domains in applied magnetic fields w
a magnetic force microscope~MFM!. Magnetic hysteresis is
studied in arrays of nominally identical elements using lo
gitudinal Kerr hysteresis loop measurements~MOKE!. This
combination enables an understanding of the connection
tween local magnetic domain configurations within eleme
and magnetic hysteresis of an array of such elements~such as
the coercivity, remanent magnetization, and switching ch
acteristics!.

In this paper, we present results of a study of~110!bcc Fe
thin-film patterned elements with different end shapes an
which the elements’ long axis has been oriented with resp
to the in-plane crystallographic directions. Film demagne
zation factors confine the magnetization to the~110! plane.
This plane has a strong uniaxial component to the magn
anisotropy, with@001# magnetic easy axis, and a smaller c

bic magnetic anisotropy, with in-plane@11̄1# hard and

@11̄0# medium magnetic axis. Elements with two differe
orientations have been studied;~i! with the element long axis
perpendicular to the in-plane magnetocrystalline easy@001#
axis direction and~ii! with the long axis parallel to the eas
magnetic axis. In the former case a competition betwe
magnetic energies results, whereas in the latter case the
netocrystalline energy reinforces the element shape an
ropy. In both cases, particles of different end shape h
7352
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7353
been studied, consisting of square ends~or rectangular par-
ticles!, triangular and needle-shaped ends. While studie
~100!Fe thin-film elements with fourfold in-plane anisotrop
have been reported,1 we know of no studies of micron scal
~110! plane Fe structures in which the role of end shape
been systematically examined.

II. FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

~110!oriented 50-nm-thick Fe films were grown ona-axis

(112̄0) sapphire substrates using UHVe-beam evaporation
techniques. First, a 10-nm-thick Mo seed layer was depos
at 900 K followed by a 50-nm-thick Fe layer at 510 K.9,10

The deposition rates for the Mo seed layer and the Fe la
were 0.2 nm/s and 0.5 nm/s, respectively. The films w
protected against corrosion with a 5-nm-thick Mo capp
layer. X-rayu/2u scans reveal a complete~110! film orien-

tation and x-ray pole figures show that the Fe in-plane@11̄1#
axis is parallel to@0001#direction of the sapphire substrate
An anisotropic in-plane strain in these films induces an
plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy with the easy axis alo
the @001# direction in addition to the cubic anisotropy, cha
acteristic of bulk bcc Fe.10 Longitudinal hysteresis loop mea
surements on an unpatterned~110! Fe film with the applied

magnetic field parallel to the@11̄0# are consistent with two
and fourfold in-plane components of the magnetic anis

ropy. Both the easy (Hi@001#) and the hard (Hi@11̄0#) axis
Kerr loop are shown in Fig. 1. The hard axis loop~solid line!
of a 50-nm-thick~110! Fe film has been modeled using th
in-plane anisotropy energy density:

E5~K11Ku!sin2u2
3

4
K1 sin4u ~1!

whereK1 is the cubic anisotropy constant,Ku is the uniaxial
anisotropy constant, andu is the angle between the magn
tization and the@001# axis. From this fit the cubic and th
uniaxial anisotropy constants have been determined to
K156.33105 erg/cm3 andKu53.03105 erg/cm3. There is
some deviation of this fit from the data near magnetic sa

FIG. 1. Longitudinal Kerr hysteresis loop measurements o
50-nm-thick epitaxial~110!Fe film with the applied field parallel to
the@001#direction~easy magnetocrystalline axis!and parallel to the

@11̄0# direction~hard axis!. Also included is the fit~dashed line!of
the hard axis hysteresis loop.
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ration. This is likely due to small variations in magnetic a
isotropy in the film, and particularly the presence of regio
of enhanced anisotropy.

These Fe films have been patterned into particle arr
with rectangular, triangular, and needle-shaped ends, u
electron-beam lithography and Argon ion milling. The ma
netic properties and the magnetization reversal proces
arrays of particles were studied via magneto-optic Kerr eff
~MOKE! hysteresis loops and individual particles were stu
ied with a MFM which incorporated anin situ electromag-
net. The latter enabled fields up to 1500 Oe to be app
during imaging experiments. Here we report results
2-mm-wide particles. Figure 2 shows scanning electron m
croscope~SEM! images of these particles with~a! rectangu-
lar, ~b! triangular, and~c! needle-shaped ends. The rectang
lar particles have a length-to-width ratio of 3:1, while th
other two particle types have two additional triangular
needlelike ends, which makes these particles greater in
‘‘tip-to-tip’’ length. For example, the overall length of th
needle is nine times its width. All particles are separated
four times their width and three times their length, so th
dipolar interactions between neighboring particles within
array are negligible.11

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Magnetic easy axis perpendicular to the long particle axis

First we consider the case in which the magnetic easy
is perpendicular to the long axis of the particle, for which
competition between magnetic energies occurs. Figur
shows the hysteresis loops of rectangular and needlelike
particles in longitudinal and transverse field geometri
H-longitudinal refers to the applied magnetic field parallel
the long axis of the particle while H-transverse refers to
field perpendicular to the long axis~i.e., Hi@001#).

In the longitudinal case@Fig. 3~a!#the hysteresis loops o
rectangular and needlelike end particles both exhibit a sm
remanence ('0.09Ms) at H50. For the rectangular par
ticles the saturation fieldHS and the nucleation fieldHN are
HS5400 Oe andHN5300 Oe, respectively. For needlelik
particlesHS is 300 Oe andHN is 200 Oe.

a

FIG. 2. SEM images of~a! rectangular,~b! triangular, and
needle-shaped 2-mm wide ~110! Fe particles.
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In the transverse case@see Fig. 3~b!#the rectangular par
ticles show nearly full remanence, a nucleation field of a
proximately HN50 Oe, and magnetic saturation field
HS5400 Oe. In contrast, the needle-shaped particles sho
smaller remanence and a nucleation field ofHN5100 Oe
and a saturation field ofHS5700 Oe.

MFM imaging has been performed in order to correla
these magnetic hysteresis loops with the magnetization
versal processes and magnetic domain patterns of indivi
particles. The influence of the particles shape and the m
netic history on the nucleation process of magnetic doma
and on the magnetic domain configurations atH50 has been
studied. A majority (;80%) of the particles within an arra
show the same domain structure in zero field.12 A few par-
ticles within this majority are selected for detailed field d
pendent studies of magnetization reversal. The NiFe co
MFM tips used are magnetized vertically prior to imagi
studies.13 Images typically highlight magnetic poles at th
boundaries of the particles and magnetic charges assoc
with domains walls.

Figure 4 presents MFM images of the magnetic dom
configurations of rectangular and needle-shaped particle
selected magnetic fields in the longitudinal field geometry
the case of the rectangular particle@Figs. 4~a!–~e!#, domains
are visible first at the element corners at an applied field
approximately 420 Oe. Figure 4~a! reveals a magnetizatio
pattern with domain walls at the particles ends and e
domains. In this particular element, both edge domains

FIG. 3. Longitudinal MOKE hysteresis loop measurements
rectangular and needle-shaped~110! Fe particles with the applied
magnetic field~a! parallel ~H-longitudinal! and ~b! perpendicular
~H-transverse!to the long axis of the particles.
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larger on the top edge of the particle, which implies that
magnetization at the left and right edges are in opposite
rections. This is sometimes called a ‘‘C’’ magnetic state14

Other particles have shown edge domains with long edge
opposite sides of the particles, ‘N’ states. On reduction of
longitudinal applied field@Fig. 4~b!# a vortex is formed and
domains move towards the center of the particles. The
rows in Fig. 4~e!indicate the in-plane magnetization dire
tion of the stripe domains with the magnetization parallel
antiparallel to the easy magnetocrystalline axis and the
closure domains where the magnetization is directed perp
dicular to the easy axis. The MFM image of the demag
tized state atH50 @Fig. 4~e!# is consistent with the smal
remanence seen in MOKE hysteresis loops@see Fig. 3~a!#. In
contrast, for the needle-shaped particles the nucleation
magnetic domains occurs at lower magnetic fie
('195 Oe) and closer to the particle center. In the dem
netized state atH50 the widthd of the stripe domains in the
center of the needle-shaped particle@see Fig. 4~j!, right side#
is significantly smaller than that observed in the rectangu
particle @Fig. 4~e!#. The value of the domain width near th
center of the elements is determined to bedN50.7 mm and
dR51.0 mm for the needle-shaped and the rectangular p
ticle, respectively.

The MFM images in Figs. 5 and 6 give an overview of t
nucleation and motion of magnetic domains in the prese
of a transverse applied magnetic field. For both shapes,
ages are shown on decreasing the magnetic field from
magnetic saturation field. Figure 5 shows the evolution
magnetic domains for a rectangular particle in the transve
field geometry. Starting from a positive magnetic field d
mains first appear close to the particle corners but, as
cussed in detail in a following section, the location of the
domains also depends strongly on the magnetic history.
hysteresis loop in the transverse field geometry in Fig. 3~b!
indicates that the particle is almost fully saturated above
Oe, while the MFM images in Figs. 5~a!and ~j! show very
small domains along the long edges of the particle. For
creasing negative fields, where two domain walls appro
each other@see Figs. 5~g!to ~j!#, a field much larger than the
coercive field is necessary to annihilate the domain walls
reversed magnetic domains near the center of the part

n

FIG. 4. Field dependent MFM images on~a!–~e! rectangular
and~f!–~j! needle-shaped~110!Fe particles in the longitudinal field
geometry.
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For saturation fields higher than approximately 500 Oe
nucleation occurs at fields of only 40–60 Oe@see Figs. 5~c!
and ~d!#. This is not consistent with the magnetic hystere
measurements, as the hysteresis loop@Fig. 3~b!# indicates
almost full remanence while the MFM image in Fig. 5 sho
a more or less demagnetized state. The stray field of
MFM tip may be influencing the nucleation process. Like
the stray field has initiated the nucleation of domains a
therefore shifted the nucleation field to higher values in co
parison with that determined via MOKE measurements. T
domain structure observed in zero field does not appear t
affected by the MFM tip, as the images are both stable
time and observed on a number of different particles after
same magnetic preparation. Note that in this geometry
stripe domain width isdR52.8 mm in zero field and is
larger than that in the longitudinal field geometry.

For the needle-shaped particle~see Fig. 6!the nucleation
of domains takes place first at the outermost part of
needle which is in clear contrast to the longitudinal fie
geometry and occurs in a field range of 100–200 Oe. L
the rectangular particles, the average domain width ofdN
51.9 mm in the center of the particle is clearly increased
comparison with the longitudinal field geometry.

FIG. 5. Field dependent MFM images of the magnetic dom
configuration in a rectangular particle in transverse field geome

FIG. 6. Field dependent MFM images of the magnetic dom
configuration in a needle-shaped particle in transverse field ge
etry.
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The interplay between exchange, Zeeman, shape,
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energies determines the
cromagnetic structure and magnetization reversal proc
With decreasing particle size, the demagnetizing field aris
from the magnetic charges formed at particle edges beco
important. This introduces a shape anisotropy with the e
axis parallel to the long axis of the particle, and perpendi
lar to the magnetocrystalline easy axis. In such a case,
well known that for large enough magnetocrystalline anis
ropy, a stripe domain configuration minimizes the fr
energy.7,8 If this magnetic anisotropy energy is sufficient
large to favor such a state, yet still much smaller than
demagnetization energy, stripe domains in conjunction w
flux closure domains atH50 are favored. This is the cas
for our Fe microstructures for which the ratio of magne
crystalline anisotropy to magnetostatic energy is sm
(K!M2). Such stripe domain configurations with flux clo
sure domains have also been observed in microfabricate
wires9,15 and submicron Fe thin-film elements.12

In the transverse field geometry, both for rectangular a
needle-shaped particles, domains nucleate near the pa
ends on reducing the applied field from its saturation val
The demagnetizing fields generated when the magnetiza
is rotated away from the long axis of the particle are mu
larger at the outermost end of the needle-shaped part
than at the corners of the rectangular particles. There
higher nucleation and saturation fields are observed for
needlelike particles. After nucleation of magnetic domains
the ends of the particle, on further reduction of the appl
field, the domains move towards the particle center form
a flux closure multidomain state atH50.

For the longitudinal field geometry both the shape anis
ropy and Zeeman energy favor a magnetization paralle
the applied field. The enhanced shape anisotropy at the
ermost part of the needles now favors an alignment of
magnetization parallel to the particles long axis. Hence
nucleation and saturation fields for the needlelike partic
are slightly lower than those observed for the rectangu
particles. The shape anisotropy has a more remarkable
pact on the location where the magnetic domains nucle
first. In the case of the needle-shaped particle the enhan
shape anisotropy near the long tail of the needle suppre
the formation of domains at the end of the needle.

Small changes in corner shape affect the magnetiza
topology during reversal. Figure 7 shows MFM images of~a!
a rectangular particle,~b! a rectangular particle with a cu
corner on the lower left-hand side, and~c! with cut corners
on the lower left- as well as the upper right-hand side.
MFM images are performed in a longitudinal oriented fie
of 300 Oe which is just below the nucleation field. For ide
tification, the approximate magnetization direction of the d
mains are labeled with arrows. At both sides of all thr
different particles a magnetic vortex configuration is visib
A magnetic vortex configuration at the corners of the p
ticles leads to a minimization of the magnetostatic energy
the cost of exchange and magnetocrystalline energy.
rectangular particle in Fig. 7~a! shows a vortex with right-
hand chirality on both ends and therefore both vortex cen
are located on the same long edge of the particle. The M
images in Figs. 7~b!and ~c! demonstrates how sensitive th
symmetry of the vortex state is to slight changes of the p
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ticle geometry. By cutting one corner Fig. 7~b! or two cor-
ners on opposite sites, the center of the vortices appear
the side with the remaining rectangular corner geometry
both of these cases the vortices in each particle are of o
site chirality.

In the transverse field geometry the topology of the m
netization during reversal has an important influence on h
teresis. Figure 8 shows normalized hysteresis loops in tr
verse field geometry for an array of rectangular particles
function of a maximum applied fieldHmax, which has been
varied from 212–997 Oe. The arrow in Fig. 8 is a guide
how the shape of the hysteresis loop is changed at low fi
as a function ofHmax. For smallHmax (,300 Oe), a con-
tinuous decrease of the magnetization near zero field is
ible. In contrast, for largerHmax (.300 Oe) the hysteresi
loops show a sharp drop nearH50 Oe, indicating an abrup
nucleation or growth of reversed magnetization. In Fig. 9
normalized magnetization of the array is plotted at appl
fields of 50 Oe, 75 Oe, and 100 Oe as a function ofHmax.
For Hmax smaller than 300 Oe, at all three field values
vestigated, a drop of up to 25% of the saturation magnet
tion has been observed, whereas forHmax larger than ap-
proximately 300 Oe only a small~10–15 %! deviation of the

FIG. 7. MFM images of magnetic vortices in~a! a rectangular
particle, ~b! a rectangular particle with one cut corner, and~c! a
particle with two cut corners at an applied field ofH5300 Oe. The
arrows illustrate schematically the circulation of the magnetic v
tices at the element edges.

FIG. 8. Normalized hysteresis loops~MOKE! of an array of
rectangular particles in the transverse field geometry where
maximum applied magnetic fieldHmax has been varied. The arrow
indicates the evolution of the shape of the hysteresis loop w
increasing maximum applied fieldHmax.
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magnetization from full saturation is measured. All curv
show a transition at aroundHmax5300 Oe. This transition
marks a fundamental change in the magnetization reve
process from a continuous magnetization reversal proc
(Hmax,300 Oe) consisting of domain-wall motion, to on
(Hmax.300 Oe) driven by a sudden nucleation or grow
of reversed domains in the range of 40 Oe.

MFM images show that, for applied fields smaller th
300 Oe, small domains remain close to the long edges of
particle and expand during the reversal process. The M
images in Figs. 10~a!at 100 Oe and~b! at 50 Oe were both
taken after first applying a transverse magnetic field of 9
Oe. These images indicate the presence of small reve
domains. With decreasing applied field these small doma
become slightly larger. However, at these fields the amo
of reversed magnetization is negligible in comparison w
that parallel to the applied field, in accordance with the d
in Fig. 9 with Hmax larger than 350 Oe. MFM measuremen
were performed on the same particle after applying a ma
mum field of only 230 Oe. MFM images at 100 Oe@Fig.
10~c!# show that reversed domains are present on both l
edges of the particle. At 50 Oe@Fig. 10~d!#a large reversed

-

e

h

FIG. 9. Variation of the normalized magnetization at 50, 75, a
100 Oe as a function of the maximum applied fieldHmax.

FIG. 10. MFM images of the nucleation process in a rectangu
particle in transverse field geometry. The magnetic domain confi
ration at ~a! 100 Oe and~b! 50 Oe are shown after applying
maximum field ofHmax5900 Oe as well as at~c! 100 Oe and~d!
50 Oe after applying a maximum field ofHmax5230 Oe.
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domain appears in conjunction with flux closure doma
parallel to the long edges of the particle. These results s
gest that pinning of the magnetization at the particle bou
aries depends on the maximum applied transverse field
that this pinning affects the low-field magnetization revers
This pinning may be associated with structural disorder
the particle boundaries caused by the ion-milling proc
used to form these structures. Within this scenario, large
plied transverse fields more effectively pin domain wa
close to the particle edges leading to the sudden magne
tion jumps observed at low fields.

B. Magnetic easy axis parallel to the long particle axis

If the long axis of the particles is chosen to be parallel
the easy magnetocrystalline axis the particles with rectan
lar, triangular, and needlelike ends show a single dom
state in zero applied field. Here the effective uniaxial anis
ropy Ke f f results from both the magnetocrystalline and t
shape anisotropy. In the following thez axis is taken to be
parallel to the long axis and thex direction is taken to be
perpendicular to the long axis of the particles. According t
coherent magnetization rotation model, the projection of
switching field onto thex and z axis is an asteroidlike
curve.6,16 The effective uniaxial anisotropy energy dens
can be described viaE5Ke f f sin2f with the anglef be-
tween thez axis ~particle’s long axis!and the magnetization
Minimization of the system’s free energy leads to the proj
tion of the switching fieldsHx and Hz in the x-z plane de-
scribed by

~Hx!
2/31~Hz!

2/35~2Ke f f /M !2/3. ~2!

Hysteresis loops have been performed on particle arrays
all three types of ends as function of the angle betweeen
particle long axis and the applied field,u. The insets of Fig.
11 show the hysteresis loops measured on an array of
ticles with needle-shaped ends atu50 °, u550 °, andu
590 °. With increasingu the hysteresis loops evolve grad
ally from a typical easy axis loop to a hard axis loop. Fro
these kind of hysteresis loops theHx and Hz values have
been determined and plotted in Fig. 11 for particles w
rectangular~solid rectangles!, triangular~solid triangles!, and
needle-shaped~solid circles! ends. For the hard axis sca
(u590 °) theHx values do not show a strong dependence
the exact shape of the particles. This is expected since
rotation of the magnetization will be largely uniform~coher-
ent!across the particle, against magnetocrystalline and sh
anisotropy factors. TheHx values for rectangular and needl
like particles have been determined to beHx,R5780 Oe and
Hx,N5890 Oe, respectively. Magnetocrystalline anisotro
alone is expected to give an anisotropy field ofHa52(Ku
11/4K1)/M5540 Oe. The larger values observed are th
associated with the element shape anisotropy, which is l
est for the needlelike particles. Using the measuredHx val-
ues of rectangular and needle-shaped particles, asteroi
curves for both particle types have been plotted. The das
asteroidlike curve in Fig. 11 describes ideal coherent mag
tization reversal in the rectangular particles and the do
one is for needlelike particles. The strong deviations fou
50 ° ~easy axis loop!from the asteroidlike curves indicate
as expected, that the reversal is not coherent. In the cas
s
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the rectangular and triangular particles, reversed dom
likely nucleate at the particle ends, as we have observed
particles oriented perpendicular to the@001# axis. The rever-
sal process is driven by this nucleation and subsequent
main wall movement. However, highly metastable magn
zation states can be stabilized by blocking the nucleation
magnetic domains at the particle ends. This occurs in nee
like ended particles and results in behavior qualitativ
similar to that predicted in a coherent rotation model. Aga
this is due to the locally enhanced shape anisotropy at
outermost part of the needles which suppresses the nu
ation of reversed domains. This result is rather remarkabl
that large elements, with dimensions much larger than
exchange length (Fedex;20 nm), can show characteristic
similar to nanometer scale single domain particles. This
lustrates clearly the importance of end geometry on the
versal modes of micron scale thin-film elements.17,18

IV. SUMMARY

In summary micron scale~110! Fe elements have bee
used as model materials to investigate the effect of shape
competing anisotropies on magnetization reversal and mi
magnetic configurations. Direct imaging in applied fiel
with MFM combined with hysteresis loop measurements
arrays lead to a detailed understanding of the magnetiza
reversal. In samples with competing anisotropies, exp
ments illustrate the effect of element shape on the magn
zation topology within elements and the effect of trapped
mains on low-field magnetic hysteresis. These results wo
clearly be interesting to simulate with fast numerical micr
magnetic codes to provide a quantitative basis for und
standing the observed magnetic properties in such mater
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FIG. 11. Magnetization reversal on rectangular~solid rect-
angles!, triangular~solid triangles!, and needle-shaped~solid
circles! particles with uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, i.e., the ea
magnetocrystalline axis parallel to the long wire axis.Hz and Hx

refer to the projection of the in-plane switching field parallel a
perpendicular to the long wire axis, respectively. The insets sh
hysteresis loops as function of the magnetic field direction w
respect to the long axis of the wire.
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